
CORPORATE GIFTS



Isy B. Cayman Islands-inspired corporate gifts are elegant and practical works of art
that your guests will love to take home with them. 

Created by award-winning Caymanian artist and designer Isy B., our gifts appeal to
sophisticated travelers who appreciate quality, authenticity and a unique experience of

the Cayman Island’s culture.

We want your guests to come away feeling like they’ve touched the spirit of the Islands
and return home with a memorable story to share and a special memento of your event

in the Cayman.

Delight them with a unique corporate gift from the Cayman Islands.

Your Guests are V.I.P.s

“Everybody loved their bags. The best conference bags ever” - Coterie Retreat by Munaluchi



Isy B. is an award-winning storytelling design studio from the Cayman Islands. We create
limited-edition clothing and accessories featuring artist Isy B.’s hand-drawn artwork based on
original Island folk tales. 
Full of magic, whimsy, and wonder, each of the folktales invites you to connect with the beauty,  
and wisdom of the islands.
The result is bold, unique, and beautifully vibrant accessories and clothing collections through
which your guests can connect with the Island’s tradition of storytelling and art. 

Why Folktales?
Folktales and storytelling have been used as a means of keeping the wisdom, mythology and
values of communities alive. They continue to be an integral part of Cayman Islands history and
culture.

Stories are meant to be shared, so we ensure that each piece in the collection carries the audio
narration of its story, inviting our audience to listen, be inspired, and become a part of our island
community.

About the Brand



Isy Obi, founder of Isy B., is a Caymanian designer, artist, and storyteller. Proud of her
multi-cultural heritage, Isy’s work reflects her experiences of the intersection of
Caribbean, African and Western culture.

Design, creativity, and working with intuition are a part of the designer’s DNA. She uses
the medium of intuitive storytelling as the inspiration for creating hand-drawn prints
for her designs.

Meet the Designer



How We Work With You

Corporate Gifts and Event Gifts
Let us help you thrill your guests. Choose your gifts from our extensive collection - there’s

something for everyone. We’ll take care of delivering your gifts, as ordered, on time and
guaranteed to delight. 

Custom Gifts and Licensing
Want something even more unique? Depending on your order numbers, we can work with

you to create a more customized gift and experience. We also offer one-off licensing of Isy B.
artwork and stories for gifts you source. Just talk to us about your ideas.

Guest Shopping Experiences and Gift Market Events 
We love to create shopping experiences and gift markets for guests. Tell us the specifics of

your event and we can work with you to spoil your guests with a memorable boutique
experience to suit your vision.

Based on your pre-order, we provide a selection of items in a range of prices so that your
guests can enjoy the fun of shopping for the gifts that they like. 

Meet the Designer and Storyteller Activations
Hosted personally by designer and storyteller Isy B., your guests can enjoy time with the

designer, a local Caymanian to learn more about the Islands and the culture - the inspiration
behind her art and her stories. This can also involve a live storytelling session.



Choose a story to inspire your guests 

The Storyteller collections are based on whimsical Island folktales written and narrated
by designer Isy B. and well-known local storytellers, Nasaria Suckoo-Cholette and Virgina
Suckoo.

Made up of limited-edition collectors’ items, from lifestyle accessories to vibrantly
elegant clothing, the storyteller collections are designed to inspire and bring the joy of
island life to the everyday wherever you live.

The designer’s unique combination of visual design and audio narrations will elevate your
corporate gifting in way that is guaranteed to inspire, engage, and enchant your guests.

Engage them with Island wisdom and  a sprinkle of Island Magic.

Queen of the Seas

A magical tale under the waves in which
Coral comes to understand its worth.

When Orchid Bloomed

A fable about an Orchid who learns to
accept herself, inspiring you to celebrate

what makes you unique.



Adara and the Cheetah

A fable of self-discovery and learning to
trust your innate wisdom.

The tale of islanders who remember how
to see the beauty and love that surrounds

them, and to live in joy.

How the Islanders Learned
to Dance

How the Butterflies Got
Their Colour

A story about the metamorphosis of a
beautiful butterfly that inspires us to

greater confidence in ourselves.

Una's Wish

An enchanting fable about accepting
ourselves and the  individual traits that

make us unique.



Each of the hand-drawn prints take its inspiration from traditional Caymanian
storytelling and depicts a unique and inspiring folktale from the Islands, bringing to life
the rich cultural heritage in a modern narrative.

Every product comes with a tag that leads you to one of the inspirational Caymanian
stories making it a meaningful gift to remember. 



Gifts Under $40



NOTEBOOK JOURNAL
A5 /75 lined single pages

Dance Notebook Journal
JOUR-3000-DAN

Queen Notebook Journal 
JOUR-3000-QUE

Orchid Notebook Journal 
JOUR-3000-ORC



Mekaya Notebook Journal 
JOUR-3000-MEK

Una Notebook Journal 
JOUR-3000-UNA

Adara Notebook Journal 
JOUR-3000-ADA

Butterfly Notebook Journal 
JOUR-3000-BUT



Queen Silk Sleep Mask
SMASK-3100-QUE

SILK SLEEP MASK
19mm silk eye mask with matching drawstring

pouch and premium storage / gift box



Orchid Silk Sleep Mask
SMASK-3100-ORC



Gifts Under $75



MULTIPURPOSE ACCESSORY POUCH
vegan leather/inside pocket/fully lined 

Queen Reef Multipurpose Bag 
ACBG-1000-REE

Orchid Multipurpose Bag 
ACBG-1000-ORC



Queen Multipurpose Bag 
ACBG-1000-QUE

Dance Multipurpose Bag 
ACBG-1000-DAN

Adara Multipurpose Bag 
ACBG-1000-ADA



Mekaya Multipurpose Bag 
ACBG-1000-MEK

Butterfly Multipurpose Bag 
ACBG-1000-BUT

Una Multipurpose Bag 
ACBG-1000-UNA



Gifts Under $100



LARGE SILK SCARF
68 ins x 49 ins / 85% modal 15% silk 

Dance Silk Modal Scarf 
SARG-4000-DAN

Queen Silk Modal Scarf 
SARG-4000-QUE



Orchid Silk Modal Scarf 
SARG-4000-ORC

Adara Silk Modal Scarf 
SARG-4000-ADA



Butterfly Silk Modal Scarf 
SARG-4000-BUT

Una Silk Modal Scarf 
SARG-4000-UNA



TOTE BAG
24" x 13"/100% spun polyester/T-bottom/fully lined 

Dance Tote Bag 
BTOT2-2000-DAN

Queen Tote Bag 
BTOT2-2000-QUE



Orchid Tote Bag 
BTOT2-2000-ORC

Adara Tote Bag 
BTOT2-2000-ADA



Butterfly Tote Bag 
BTOT2-2000-BUT

Una Tote Bag 
BTOT2-2000-UNA



BEACH TOWEL
extra long 36" × 72"/50% cotton 50% polyester/soft and absorbent 

Butterfly Beach Towel
TOWEL-3200-BUT

Mekaya Beach Towel
TOWEL-3200-MEK

Una Beach Towel
TOWEL-3200-UNA



We can help you curate gift sets that your guests will love, ensuring a personalized
touch that reflects their unique interests and your intention for your event.

Curated Gift Sets

WELL-BEING SET
100% silk sleep mask + notebook
journal

BEACH DAY SET
beach towel + beach tote bag

ISLAND STYLE SET
beach towel + beach tote bag



How to Order



Order Placement
Orders can be placed by contacting our sales team via email or phone.
Please refer to the contact details provided below.

Notice Period
We kindly request a minimum of six months' notice for all orders to
ensure sufficient time for production, customization (if applicable), and
delivery. 

Minimum Order Quantity
We have a minimum order requirement of 50 pieces. This quantity can
be a combination of different products from our catalog.

Customization for Bulk Orders
For large quantity orders, we offer the option to customize certain
aspects of the product, such as logo placement. If you require
customization, please contact our sales team via email to discuss your
specific requirements before placing the order. 

Contact Information
To place an order or for any inquiries regarding our products and
services, please reach out to our sales team using the following contact
information:
Email: customerservice@isybdesign.com
Phone: +1 345 326 4002

Please note that the information provided is subject to change, and for
the most accurate and up-to-date details, we recommend contacting our
sales team directly.

tel:+1-345-326-4002
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